
APT- UPDATE  of the dept of shadow & waves 

I speak, here, as the shadow of bolwerK , a constellation which exists since 1998.

The task of our department is to set up a basic infrastructure in ESC, Graz (A) and 
S14, Antwerp (BE). We declare open access to physical and virtual resources as 
servers, buildings, antenna's, air and frequencies and to maintain them.

G: PHYSICAL
Re-installation of 'Theory&Praxis" a work of Johanna Kirsch of 2006 
status: finished 

G: VIRTUAL, 
A wifi 2.4 Ghz network.  
status: we deleted the shadow of the ESCwifi, dhcp server
PASSWORD ( :j9{cp[H  )

A: PHYSICAL
A climbing facade + antenna will be installed 
Redestination of private proprety to functional and recreative purpose 
status: in consultation with the dept of care and wonder 

 
A: VIRTUAL

An antenna, node will be installed on the Wirelss Antwerp network 
status: in consultation with local G-network: fuerfunk 

CHANNEL IN:  http://www.ooooo.be/ruelles 

Our voice travels in waves and meet in frequencies. 
Our machine talks in fields of electromagnetism 
To get better informed consult the office of hertzian jamming 

So frequency do you see me or can a body only be we. 
430 -750 000000000000 HZ : A shadow of the light  

I am I, said Christian. My Asurrer. 
Jogi also saves the document for 7 years. 
Job shadowing the activities of the independent autonomous server mur.at 
Community Driven Cerificates in a range of 10km of Graz. 
I scored 50 points to https:// the feminst server, anoia.tachanka.org/mediawiki/ 
into anarcha.org, to sys(ter)admin,  authentication  
I refer to departement of herstory 

To secure the fear seems trust .

The Department of shadow & waves which examines the physical and 
socio-political impact of electromagnetic fields wants to propose a new protocol. 
To prove that we are we. Referring to Simoni Forti's huddle and Yoko Ono's 
Skyladders.

A mexican hug! 

APT- UPGRADE 



YOKO ONO, YES PAINTING

SIMONA FORTI, HUDDLE


